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Price analysis on critical assets: SPX, DXY, BTC, ETH, BNB, SOL, XRP, ADA, AVAX, DOGE. Traders closely
watch as they await the SEC’s decision on Bitcoin ETFs.
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Price analysis 1/8: SPX, DXY, BTC, ETH, BNB, SOL, XRP, ADA, AVAX, DOGE
Bitcoin and altcoins may remain strong in the near term as traders hold on to their positions before the S...
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With crypto scams rising, X slashes the cost of gold check accounts by 80%, now available for $200/month.
They are strengthening online security and verification.
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X offers 80% price cut for gold check accounts amid surge in crypto scams
According to cybersecurity firm CloudSEK, there has been a surge in the number of X clients using the pla...
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Join the Rise'n'Crypto podcast for the latest scoop on the #Bitcoin ETF fees showdown, Core Scientific's
comeback, and the missing Hashdex saga. Grab your coffee and stay informed! ☕  👇
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Cointelegraph’s Rise‘n’Crypto: Unveiling the daily Web3 podcast
Stay on top of crypto with the Rise ‘n’ Crypto podcast — your daily dose of news and insights in under 1...
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The BNB Chain developers at Binance have announced plans to merge the BNB Beacon Chain (BEP2) and
BNB Smart Chain (BEP20) into a single blockchain.
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BNB Developers to sunset Beacon Chain tokens
Users are recommended to convert their BEP2 assets by April.
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⚡ ⚡  #BlackRock, #VanEck file more S-1 updates just a day before expected approval date
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Bitcoin price briefly slips below $46K on Binance amid BlackRock’s new S-1
The Bitcoin price went on a brief rollercoaster ride as news of Blackrock refining its S1 with SEC was twe...
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SEC Chair Gary Gensler cautions investors about the high risks and volatility in crypto as the market
anticipates a possible spot Bitcoin ETF approval.
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Gary Gensler issues warning on crypto ahead of potential spot Bitcoin ETF approval
SEC chair Gary Gensler warned crypto investors of fraud, regulatory concerns, and volatility, reiterating so...
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📉 Over $1M exits #Bitcoin short ETPs, signaling optimism for spot #BTC ETF approval. Traders are
showing confidence, pulling funds from short investment products in anticipation of a positive SEC decision
on spot Bitcoin ETFs.
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Bitcoin short ETPs record $1M weekly outflow, anticipating spot BTC ETF approval
ETPs offer a cost-efficient gateway to investing in crypto within a regulated framework and allow investo...
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The Crypto Fear and Greed Index tipped into "extreme greed" as Bitcoin's market sentiment score hit 76 out
of 100. This marks the highest score since Bitcoin was sitting around its all-time high in November 2021. 
... See more
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Bitcoin index tips into ‘extreme greed’ as market holds breath for ETFs
Bitcoin’s market sentiment has reached its highest point since Bitcoin reached its all-time high price of $...
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Core Scientific announces the completion of a $55M equity offering, demonstrating a robust demand in the
Bitcoin mining market.
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Bitcoin miner Core Scientific completes $55M equity offering
The Bitcoin miner filed for bankruptcy in December 2022.
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Bitcoin miner CleanSpark announced a purchase of 60,000 Bitmain S21 units for $193.2M, and may take an
option to snap up another 100,000 machines before the end of 2024.  
... See more
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Crypto miner CleanSpark mulls buying 160K Bitcoin miners by 2025
The Bitcoin mining firm signed a strategic agreement that could see it purchase up to 160,000 Bitmain S...
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